
FROM YOUR BLOCK SET

 Access to the full block set

 Stencil set (per child)

 2 Detailed Diagrams 

 Roly the Elephant           
from C62

 Set of 3 View Badges

 Brickie Bill from C45

 3D Drawings Sheet          
(per child)

 3 sheets of A4 paper and a 
ruler

 A pencil (per child and for 
you), a rubber and a red 
pencil

 Any props for being the 
architect

20–25 minutes

FROM THREE POINTS OF VIEW

Note: Before the session, build the two large structures (for ‘What’s Missing?’ And ‘What’s Extra?’) according to the 
images of the 3D structures shown (not from the detailed diagrams provided as there are differences), and 
conceal them until needed. You have enough blocks in your set to build both in advance. You will also have most 
of blocks that you need for the three smaller structures (‘From Three Points of View’) so get ready what you can 
for those in advance, and then just add the other blocks needed to complete them once you have finished with 
the large structures.  

What’s Missing? (Matching a 3D Structure to a 2D Detailed Diagram)

Put the Detailed Diagram below out, reveal the structure you created earlier, get out Roly and say: Roly the 
Elephant thought he’d have a go at building something himself! So he built this structure, according to this 
diagram. Can you help me check his work? Does the structure correspond to the diagram?  Agree that it does 
not, as some of the blocks are missing. Ask your child to find them and add them to the structure.

CONTINUED ON THE NEXT PAGE

To master the skill of representing a structure graphically, using a stencil 
To master using Three-View Schemes to represent a structure
To foster the ability to de-centre (see things from more than one perspective) 
To develop the ability to work together cooperatively
To develop self-regulation
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Your child can see where they need to add or remove blocks to/from a structure to make it match a 
given Detailed Diagram.
Your child can draw accurate Detailed Diagrams using the stencils.
Your child sees that a team’s three drawings of a structure combine to create a Three-View Diagram.
Your child recognises and corrects their own mistakes.
Your child can distinguish between drawings of possible and impossible 3D structures.



What’s Extra? (Matching a 3D Structure to a 2D Detailed Diagram)

Put the Detailed Diagram below out, reveal the structure that you created earlier and say: And then Roly built this structure, according to this 
diagram. Can you help me check his work again? Does the structure correspond to the diagram?  Agree that it does not, as there are some additional 
blocks. Ask your child to find and remove them. 

From Three Points of View (Drawing Detailed Three-View Schemes as a Team)

Note: Don’t let your child see the Three-View Diagrams on the next page – they are for your reference only.

Show your child the 3 yellow View Badges. Explain that if you give them the Camera Shot badge, they will need to draw the detailed front-view 
diagram of the structure; if you give them the Bird’s Eye View badge, they will need to draw the top-view; if you give them the Nosy Neighbour 
badge, they will need to draw the side-view. 

For each of the three structures shown on the next page: 

If you have one child doing this session, give them two badges and take the third yourself. If you have two children doing this, give them a badge 
each and one for yourself; if you have three children, each takes a badge and you don’t participate in drawing. Explain that they should use their 
stencils to ensure that the drawings are accurate. Each person should have a different badge for each structure, so they get practise at drawing the 
various different views. Start with a different badge/view each time, so that the person who goes first varies too. 

When/if you are drawing a view yourself, muse aloud as you do it to model your thinking for your child. 

Reveal the structure and encourage your child to inspect it closely. When they have finished their allocated view, check it together before the next 
person takes their turn at drawing their own view. They should make any necessary corrections with the red pencil. 

Divide up one sheet of paper together using the red pencil and the ruler, so that there are three appropriately sized sections. At the end, when the 
three views are complete, ask your child to add the appropriate symbol to each drawing.

Then help your child to add dotted lines to show the correspondence between the blocks, once all three views have been completed. If they are 
second or third to add the drawing of their view to the sheet, help them to line up where to draw the first block on the sheet for that view, so that 
those dotted lines can be added correctly at the end.  

Once you have finished the three views of one structure, reveal the next structure and repeat the activity with a different badge for each person.

CONTINUED ON THE NEXT PAGE

FROM THREE POINTS OF VIEW – continued 
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1) Note: The cone is not visible in the 3D model here from this angle, but make sure you add it.

2) 

3)

FROM THREE POINTS OF VIEW – continued 
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Possible or Impossible? (Analysis and Explanation)

Give your child the 3D Drawings Sheet (each child doing the session should do this individually). Get out Brickie Bill, and tell your child that he needs 
help to decide which of the structures shown on the sheet he could build, and which would be impossible to build. Ask your child to mark a cross 
over the impossible structures. When they have finished, take Brickie Bill to ‘check’ their finished results. Put on a voice for him as he checks each 
one, and discuss why it is possible or impossible. Have Brickie Bill praise your child for spotting the ones that can’t be built!
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Cut out each View Badge separately.
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